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Abstract
Acquired immuno deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is a lifetime
aggressive disease of the human immune system shaped by
human immune deficiency virus (HIV). A supervised
knowledge attitude to support the selection of HIV literature
and technologically advanced an overseen knowledge method
to support selection responsibilities, by spontaneously abating
hypothetically appropriate documents from a list reclaimed by
a literature catalogue hunt. Limited non-nucleoside converse
transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs) need remained appropriate
by the United States Food and Drug Administration (US
FDA) as drugs for AIDS is presented with its ontological
model. To overwhelm the foremost disputes related with the
spontaneous literature selection assignment, we assessed the
usage of data sampler, feature permutations, and feature
choice approaches, generating an aggregate of 105 making
ready representations. In demand to enrich therapeutic
selections in contradiction of AIDS we inspected innovative
herbal compounds of 4-thiazolidinone and its end product that
are recognized to need significant antiviral strength and while
inspecting the data is to be sampled using corpus and data
sampling metrics. This data sampling and corpus are
represented ontologically for HIV using various tools. An
ontology HIVSamp has been developed to meet the sampling
in HIV data which can be used by the future generation for
research.
Keywords: HIV, Docking, Simulation, Sampling

INTRODUCTION
The molecular docking and simulation experiments need
acknowledged one such herbal molecule recognized as (5E)3-(2-aminoethyl)-5-benzylidene-1, 3-thiazolidine-2,4-dione
that might predicament HIV-1RT through extraordinary
attraction to origin noncompetitive reticence. Consequences
are furthermore equated through other US FDA appropriate
drugs. Long de novo simulations and docking education

recommend that the ligand (5E)-3-(2aminoethyl)-5benzylidene-1, 3-thiazolidine-2,4-dione (CID: 1656714) has
sturdy binding interfaces through Asp113, Asp110, Asp185
and Asp186 amino acids, altogether of which be appropriate
to one or the other catalytic pockets of HIV-1RT. It is
predictable that these interfaces might be hazardous in the
inhibitory activity of the HIV-1RT. Consequently, this
learning offers an indication for attention of (5E)-3-(2aminoethyl)-5-benzylidene-1, 3thiazolidine-2,4-dione as an
appreciated natural molecule in the behavior and avoidance of
HIV- linked sicknesses. The representations yielding the
finest consequences remained collected of a Logistic Model
Trees classifier, a impartially serviceable exercise set, and
feature permutation of Bag-Of-Words and MeSH terms.
According to our consequences, the organization
appropriately tags the great mainstream of appropriate
documents, creating it serviceable to support HIV methodical
evaluations to permit investigators to evaluate a superior
quantity of documents in fewer periods. OPEN literature
depositories are regularly the foremost cause of information
used by scientific researchers. Life science and biomedical
databases comprise a huge quantity of documents, and remain
quickly increasing imitating the stride of scientific periodicals
and informal right to use online depositories. The selection of
scientific fiction is characteristically accomplished by
researchers to classify right trainings for a certain focus and
sustenance systematic evaluations. Querying the PubMed[1]
database with the string HIV, retrieves over 295k documents,
while the query AIDS brings more than 238k documents. A
detailed description of the systematic review workflow is
given in [2]. The initial step of the process is to define the
research problem, and to search for eligible literature by
querying scientific databases. The next step is to select
studies, a task that requires exhaustive screening of a
document list that was retrieved by strategic searches made by
researchers. The evaluation of biomedical data is highly
relevant to assist the information discovery process in
biomedical research (e.g. [3], [4]). Machine learning
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approaches have been applied to support systematic reviews
by performing literature screening (e.g. [5], [6]). Substantial
efforts are put into extracting and annotating information on
life science related documents [7], [8], with the use of natural
language processing approaches [9]. The BioCreative
(http://www.biocreative.org/) creative [10] signifies the
current extensive effort in the study of approaches to perform
biomedical text classification.
Automatic classification of bioliterature was specially
evaluated at some of the BioCreative challenges [11], [12].
This project unambiguously addresses the problem
bioliterature text classification, and the exact task challenges,
by designing a problem-oriented supervised learning model.
One of the main issues is the underlying distribution of the
data. Given a selected list of documents retrieved by a query
search, researchers usually label most of them as excluded,
and only a small portion is selected as relevant, and labeled as
included. A dataset is considered imbalanced when the
difference between the numbers of documents belonging to
each class is so severe that it interferes in the machine
learning process [13]. Classification algorithms remains apt to
make the best of the overall accuracy, therefore favoring the
most frequent class while overlooking the least represented
class in a document collection [14]. Feature selection methods
[15] are strategies applied in classification models to identify
a subset of feature that most suits a given task. Feature
selection reduces the size of the feature space by keeping only
the most relevant features for a specific problem. In this work,
we investigated the use of imbalanced learning strategies and
feature selection methods applied to text classification with
the goal of supporting HIV literature screening.
AIDS is tote up as one of the furthermost severe endemic
civic fitness challenges worldwide through undesirable
influence, first renowned in United States in 1981 so-called as
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Approximately 25
million individuals ought to die owing to this infection [16].
The reticence of HIV-1 RT is the significant participant in the
contamination cycle of HIV[17] for the treatment of AIDS,
since this enzyme [18], [19], [20] is accountable for
transformation of the single-stranded viral RNA genome into
double-stranded DNA that acquires consequently unified into
the host genome [21]. A small number of HIV-1 RT
inhibitors, such as, Efavirenz, Nevirapine and Rilpivirine are
existing aimed at the suggestive action with aggressive
treatment [22]. The 4-thiazolidinone the fourth location
derivative show healthier pharmacological activities, such as,
antitubercular [23], anti-inflammatory [24], pesticidal [25],
anticonvulsant [26], and antimicrobial [27]. The carbonyl
group of 4thiazolidinone is nonreactive. The occurrence of NC-S linkage in 4-thiazolidinone has been revealed to ensure
anti-cancer actions [28] and methylene carbon atom at
position 5 retains nucleophilic action [29]. The docking study
delivered distinct fixed outlook about protein and lignd
interfaces, whereas MD (Molecular Dynamics) simulations

mark available the range of indications and conformational
revisions in the protein domains, catalytic sites and essential
significant improvement in thoughtful ligand interfaces to
proteins, and protein relations [30], [31], [32]. (5E)-3-(2aminoethyl)-5-benzylidene-1, 3-thiazolidine- 2, 4- dione
(CID: 1656714), a derivative of 4-thiazolidinone, through
means of a probable herbal drug candidate predominantly in
contrast to HIV-1 RT. The acquired consequences must be
remained associated by that of the US FDA accepted drugs for
AIDS treatment and inhibition.

METHODOLOGY
HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase
In HIV-1 RT, p66 polymerase domain has a right-handed
conformation and thumb subdomain residues (244-322) plus
liking subdomain residues (323-427). All these domains
outline a primer binding cleft with polymerase active site
residues (Asp110, Asp185 and Asp186) located in b6-b10-b9
sheet of palm subdomain [33], [34]. The polymerase active
site is carboxylated in p66 palm subdomain that binds with
two magnesium divalent ions (Mg2þ) for cataltysis and hence,
helps in the addition of nucleotide to the growing primer
strand known as “primer grip” for correct positioning of 30
end [35], [36]. The binding pocket of non-nucleosides for
inhibition is formed primarily by b5-b6 of loop, b6, b9-b10,
b12-b13 of hairpin, b15 of p66 and b7-b8 connecting loop of
p51. This pocket is also occupied by Gly231, Trp266, Tyr188
and Trp229 side chain residues [36].

Selection of Protein
HIV-1 RT lacking ligand is obtained from RCSB Protein Data
Bank Preparation and Binding Sites Prediction PDB structure.
The best feasible three-dimensional structure of HIV-1 RT
was reached using Swiss-PdbViewer v4.1 [37]. Lipinski’s rule
of five is used by the compunds for screening therapeutic
properties. The best 3D pharmacophore model is made to
intersect with Best Fit’ selection. The molecular position of
HIV-1 RT is organized using Electrostatic and structural
properties. Using docking and simulation water molecules,
ions, co factors, charges, energy minimization and MD
simulation are detached. Binding Site analysis module
confirms the binding between cavities and protein ligand
binding.

Docking
4-thiazolidinone and its derivatives occurred is retrieved from
Chembank and NCBIPubChem database. In order to draw
the structure of these derivatives Advanced Chemistry
Development/Structure Elucidator 12.01 is used and to
perform simulation experiments [38] for docking Auto-Dock
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4.2 and AutoGrid 4.2 suites are used. To correct blcharge for
target protein Polar H-atoms were additionally added to
proteins and ligands respectively. Ligands are assigned with
rigid roots and out of bonds existing five bonds were made
ready to remain “active” or rotatable. AutoDeck calculation
needs PDBQT format, so the HIV-1RT which has been
modified to 3-dimensional structure of HIV-1RT is converted
to PDBQT. Five million energy evaluation and Lamarckian
Genetic Algorithm associated with 150 docking population
were to be used in docking [38]. AutoGrid4.2 is used to
retrieve pre-calculated grid maps. These maps store energy
grids which remain on the basis of interaction with ligand
atom moves along with receptor targets. In the docked
structures based on the similarity in conformations it is
clustered into binds as per cluster root-mean-square deviation.

Docking Results
ParDOCK confirms the docking result obtained from
AutoDock4.2 which is purely based on Monte Carlo docking
protocol [39]. The utmost satisfactory docking pose is the
least binding energy conformation that remains in all the
clusters. The interacted ligand and receptor and hydrogen
bond lengths were examined by using LigPlot [40].

Table I: Information on Share
Name of the attribute

Number

%

Documents(Total Number)
Documents excluded
Documents Included
Distinct words in abstract
Distinct words in title
Distinct MeSH terms

17,694
16809
1280
25,954
5,964
15,966

100%
95%
7.5%
-

To accomplish supervised learning, fragment the document
pool into two parts. Test set is the first part, which signifies
_10% of the complete pool, haphazardly selected to evade any
unfairness. The aforementioned comprises 1,588 documents
(1280 were included and 16809 excluded). The class
distribution in the test set is related to the distribution in the
whole document pool. To remove documents from the class,
five training sets remain created subsequently separating test
set documents. Under sampling methodology on the way to
create all training sets, haphazardly eradicates documents
from the class. Recognize which is most applicable for this
task.

Table 2: Undersampling Approach
Water Simulation
A high end research tool for studying protein dynamics using
molecular dynamics theory [41][42] is the Gromacs 4.5.5
package. This tool is used to study the molecular dynamics
simulation study of protein ligand complex under Gromos
43a1 force field in water. HIV-1 RT/CID: 1656714 complex
was neutralized and solvated [43][45]. PME [44] is a
renowned technique for computing long-range electrostatics.
Linear Constraint algorithm is used for setting entire bond
lengths [45]. The system was equilibrated and the subsequent
phase also involved in the equilibration. The equilibration is
for the solute molecules with a stable specification of the
solvent molecules. Earlier executing long MD simulations
[46] the whole system was equilibrated for 100 ps at 300 K.

Data Sampling
SHARE is an easy-to-hunt and frequently updated warehouse
of synthesized research indication addressing topics
associated to HIV/AIDS. Documents in SHARE are included
those address a topic focused on HIV based on review policy.
Presently, the document pool is selfpossessed of 18,703
scientific abstracts accessed from the PubMed database. The
ratio of included and excluded abstracts that researches come
across when accomplishing literature selection for HIV
systematic assessments are in Table 1, remains imbalanced.

Set
1
2
3
4
5

Excluded %
990 10%
990 20%
990 30%
990 40%
990 50%

Included %
8,912 90%
3,963 80%
2,316 70%
1,484 60%
990 50%

Numerous under-sampling features are applied to the dataset,
till a balanced distribution is get hold of, i.e. 50% of excluded
and 50% of included documents as in Table 2.

EXTRACTION AND SELECTION
Extraction:
By means of the baseline Bag-Of-Words (BOW) to MeSH
terms [37] numerous classification models are constructed and
compared, and a set of domain keywords are recognized by
researchers on the way to work on HIV systematic
assessments. PubMed XML is the source for extracting
features and classification algorithms is fed with the same.
Features extracted from SHARE: Feature #1: Consider words
occurring only twice with a length of minimum 3 characters;
(Bagof-words) Feature #2: Consider words occurring
minimum twice; (MeSH) Feature #3: HIV systematic reviews
relevant keywords in source code.
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Selection:

Ontological Representation

Before feeding classification algorithms use feature selection
to investigate the needed. Compare the results by means of
Odds Ratio and IDF, to screen the fewer discriminative
attributes in the classification models. Calculate the inverse
document frequency to execute feature selection with IDF as a
metric for each feature. IDF value lesser than 1.0 remain
discarded.

HIVSamp ontology represents the classes and sub classes user
for Data sampling with HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase,
Selection of Protein, Docking, Docking Results, Water
Simulation, Data Sampling,
Extraction and Selection,
Algorithm for classification and Metrics for evaluation. OWL
language is used for representation and protégé is used for
visualizing the classes.

ALGORITHM FOR CLASSIFICATION:

RESULTS

Three different classification algorithms are encountered:
Naıve Bayes (NB), Logistic Model Trees (LMT) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). NB a durable conditional
independence of the features, feature vector F, the features f1;
:::; fn are expected to be conditionally independent specified a
class C, considered as starting position assessment for feature
selection approaches. LMT [38] explained by [39] as existing
capable to competently handle tasks with imbalanced datasets.
It comprises of a permutation of Decision Tree and
LogitBoost algorithms, existing as a classification tree, with
logistic regression models happening on its nodes. At every
node of the decision tree, the LogitBoost algorithm is used to
train a data subset for a definite number of iterations, and to
describe a logistic regression model for the existing node. A
Decision Tree condition at that time is applied to fragment the
existing data subset. SVM [40] was likewise suggested by
prior work (e.g. [41], [42]) while dealing by means of
imbalanced data. SVM calculates the sideline maximum
classifier [43], which is the leading radius about a
classification frontier, and attempts to detach data points on a
dimensional space, to recognize the dissimilar classes to
which they fit in.

1.Experiments was executed for evaluating the under
sampling technique, various class of balances are used in the
training set in different feature types among the three
classifiers.

Metrics for Evaluation
Evaluated the experiment result as precision (P), recall (R),
F1, and F2.
P – Precision - quantitative measure of correct predictions by
the classifier of respective class, to generate more relevant
outputs.
R – Recall - Ratio of relevant predictions d to all existing
relevant documents, evaluates how capable the classifier
is. Fβ – Weighted harmonic mean between precision and
recall. Fβ = (1+β2)*(P+R)/( β2*P+R)
β – Relative weight of recall over precision β = 1, leading to
the F1 score. β = 2, leading to the F2 score.

2. Run new experiments in same under sampled training sets
and classifiers since this time applying feature selection
remains the best in the feature configurations.

CONCLUSION
Molecular dynamics simulation and molecular docking
reveals binding mechanism. The structural conformational
modifications in the ligand binding region/pocket comprising
the energetic location catalytic triad residues, motif and other
important residues have been identified. The current MD
simulations support 5(E)-3-(2-aminoethyl)-5-benzylidene1,3thiazolidine-2,4-dione, a herbal compound, might be a
promising minor molecule for the inhibition of HIV-1 RT and
might perform as medicine for the drug-therapy of HIV
infection. Beyond the part of CID: 1656714 as a probable
anti-HIV candidate, it might too lessen AIDS related comorbidities owing to occurrence of the enchanted moiety in
the structure subsequent successful clinical hearings. These
outcomes would be valued for more designing non-covalent
type inhibitors with great specificity and superior potency. An
advanced overseen learning technique to support the HIV
literature screening is framed. Only a minor part of the HIV
document gathering symbolized the job target. Data under
sampling and feature selection remains examined as
approaches to overcome this problem the negative effects.
Subsequently experimenting 105 classification models, two
models are identified for HIV screening uses BagOf-Words
and MeSH terms as features. The usage of an automatic
methodology to support literature selection can significantly
profit specialists working in HIV systematic evaluations. By
means of using classification models, widely held number of
documents to be possibly comprised in evaluations by
researchers can be exactly labeled. The prototype in this paper
could be re-used to support dissimilar literature selection jobs
elsewhere the one defined now.
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